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Bigfoot are proud to support the UK Safer Internet Centre in this year’s 
Safer Internet Day, which this year will be celebrated globally with 
the theme ‘Together for a Better Internet’. Our range of assembly 
and workshop programmes enable children, young people and their 
families to work together to explore being kind and respectful to others 
online, how to protect their online presence and seek out positive 
opportunities to create, engage and share online.

What schools said about our programmes in 2019:

 All of the main issues surrounding online safety were delivered in an engaging 
way. The children loved the characters and couldn’t wait to give them advice 
to help solve their problems. The drama workshops really helped the children 
delve deeper into the ideas delivered in the assembly. A great follow up.   
Gordonbrock Primary School 

 If you are looking for an engaging, fun, educational workshops for your 
pupils then this is the programme for you. Our children have learnt some 
strong meaningful messages regarding cyber safety which we believe we 
stick in their minds for a long time.   
Redriff Primary School 

 The facilitator and workshop were engaging and exciting for my Year 1 
children. The facilitators behaviour management strategies meant that the 
children were concentrating on their learning and the activities linked well to 
the objectives set. I also will be able to use them back in the classroom to further 
support my teaching of computing and E-safety. I would highly recommend this 
programme for other Year 1 classes!   
Jenny Hammond Primary School 



ASSEMBLY AND WORKSHOPS: BE A SMART-Y - KS2

“My name is Up. On. A. Wall. Soon it will be up in lights. The Guide to Internet 
Safety. Smart-Y. I could be like Bieber and have my own followers, everyone 
will want to be a Smart-Y...”

'Be a Smart-Y' explores online safety through a light hearted, inclusive approach in  
which children are actively encouraged to reflect on their own online behaviour as well 
as that of others. Smart-Y is a shy but clever sweet tube who, upon learning that his 
name is actually a mnemonic for e-safety, is compelled to help Gus, the superhero 
spider who cruises the school’s ‘world wide web’ to ensures students are safe online. 
Together they help students Sam and Dani navigate their way through the complex 
issues of privacy settings and passwords, knowing when to report any suspicious 
content, how to make the right decisions when sharing information, the consequences 
of cyber bullying and understanding where and how to get help and support. An 
information packed interactive assembly. 

ASSEMBLY AND WORKSHOPS: CAUGHT IN THE NET - KS2

 “This time it’s different though. I mean at least Danielle said to my face 
what she thought of me. Whoever is doing this, is doing it without revealing 
themselves and this time I can’t even get away from it when I go home….”

Bigfoot’s innovative assembly performance ‘Caught in the Net’ explores cyber bullying and 
its’ effects through the story of George and Danielle and their changing relationship. We 
see how their online behaviour has disastrous repercussions, both at home and at school. 
Adding light relief to the story are School Cool Mouse and Tina Tablet, through whom we 
learn about both the positive and negative impact of the internet and social networking 
as well as the dangers of talking to strangers online. A clever and captivating storytelling 
performance which children and teachers will find both entertaining and informative!

CYBER SAFETY WORKSHOPS - KS2 

CYBER BULLYING WORKSHOPS - KS2 

Bigfoot’s ‘Cyber Safety’ workshops encourage children to consider how we use 
the internet and smart technology, exploring the implications on our safety and 
well being, to ourselves and others.   

Through a variety of drama and communication games and exercises, students will 
explore how to stay safe online, how we share information and connect with others 
safely, as well as the consequences of negative behaviour. A brilliantly positive, fun and 
informative experience for students to safely explore a serious issue facing all young 
people today.

Bigfoot’s ‘Cyber Bullying’ workshops encourage students to consider how we 
communicate online, along with the implications this can have at home, at 
school and in the wider community.

This workshop focuses specifically on the causes, effects and consequences of negative 
behaviour online. Students will be encouraged, through a range of role play and 
storytelling activities, to identify the differences  between ‘cyber bullying’ and ‘face to face’ 
bullying and to understand the devastating effects a simple action online can have on 
both the victim and the perpetrator. A fast paced, thought provoking, creative opportunity 
for students to explore what we can do together to ensure that we use the internet 
responsibly, safely and positively. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO  
MAKE A BOOKING PLEASE CONTACT 
t: 0800 644 6034   e: bookings@bigfootartseducation.co.uk 
www.bigfootartseducation.co.uk 
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THE GAMES MASTER - KS2

You may know how to play on screen, but can you and your peers outwit the 
Games Master to become the ultimate champions of your very own, larger than 
life, computer game? Team work, cooperation, problem solving and creative 
thinking  are the ‘power tools’ you and your squad will need to equip yourselves 
with in order to succeed. For in this magical and wonderous place lurks creatures 
and pitfalls, trolls and viruses, scams and catf ish, all of which must be overcome 
in order to reach the ultimate level; to compete in the ‘Elite Player’ battle.  

‘The Games Master’ fully harnesses our belief that at the heart of all high quality learning 
experiences is the opportunity for children to actively engage with people, places and 
situations. By encouraging students to become part of the story, we can help them to 
understand more intricately about themselves and the world in which they live. This is 
a brilliantly positive, fun and informative experience that will not only have your classes 
buzzing but will serve as a sharp reminder that we are ALL responsible for our online safety. 

Bigfoot are proud to work in partnership with the charity Kidscape as we work 
towards our common goal of supporting young people, parents and schools in 
coping with the challenges of Anti-Bullying and Internet Safety issues. 

Bigfoot are delighted to donate £10 of every Safer Internet booking to further 
strengthen Kidscape’s incredible work and also to highlight their brilliant 
workshops for schools and parents / carers: 

Online Safety and Cyberbullying Awareness for Staff (2 hours)  
Online Safety and Cyberbullying Awareness for Parents and Carers (1.5 hours)  
For more information please email training@kidscape.org.uk

BOO GETS CYBER SMART
 (ASSEMBLY AND WORKSHOPS) ) – EYFS & KS1

NEW  
FOR 2020 - 

INTRODUCTORY 
ASSEMBLY 
AND EYFS 

WORKSHOPS Boo, the Bigfoot Bunny, is so excited to play games, watch videos 
and find out information on the new family tablet. But Boo soon  
finds it all a bit overwhelming – ‘Should I click on the message that  
keeps popping up?’ How can Boo find the right video to watch and what about the people 
that are being unkind to each other on Boo’s favourite game? Can you help Boo make the 
right decisions when using the internet?

Due to popular demand this year we are thrilled to be including an introductory  
15 minute interactive assembly, as well as a specially designed EYFS workshops. 

The perfect opportunity to introduce younger students to simple internet safety 
messages




